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“REDEEMING TIME"

The Dramatization of Desistance in 1Henry IV

JEFFREY R. W I L S O N

In William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry I V,at the end of ou r introduction
to Prince Hal,a drunkard and juvenile delinquent who is neverthe‑
less poised to inherit the English crown, hesteps aside to justify his
criminal lifestyle (it is his drinking buddies that he refers to in the
opening line of this soliloquy):

I know you all, and will awhile uphold
The unyoked humor of your idleness.
Yet herein will I imitate the sun,
Who doth permit the base contagious clouds
To smother up his beauty from the world,
That, when beplease again to behimself,
Beingwanted he may bemore wondered at
By breaking through the foul and ugly mists
Of vapors that did seem to strangle him.
If all the year were playing holidays,
To sport would beastedious asto work;
But when they seldom come, they wished-for come,
And nothing pleaseth but rare accidents.
Sowhen this loose behavior I throw off
And pay the debt I never promised,
Byhow much better than my word I am,
Bysomuch shall I falsify men’s hopes;
And, like bright metal on a sullen ground,
My reformation,glittering o’er my fault,
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Shall show more goodly and attract more eyes
Than that which hath no foil to set it off.
I ’ l l so offend to make offense a skill,
Redeemingtime when men think least I will. (Shakespeare 2016,
1.2.170‐92)I

The first time I read this soliloquy ‐ with its imagery of the sun
breaking through the clouds, of metal shining brighter when set

against mud ‐ it made immediate sense to mebecause it made sense
of me. It clarified acentral aspect of my o w n juvenile delinquency. I
can clearly remember consciously thinking in the days of my crim‑
inal youth exactly what Prince Hal is thinking in this soliloquy: I
am, to be sure, destined for greatness. I shall, in my life, achieve
glory and fame,- I ’ m sure of it. People will someday tell my story
and hold me up as the exemplar of a human being, and, when
they do, the central par t of that story will be the adversity I over‑
came. My current criminal lifestyle - along with all the pain and
suffering it causes myself, my family, and my friends - will bethe
conflict that is resolved in the plot of my life. My life will belike
a good story in which, against all odds, our hero’s true nature is

. revealed through his struggle with and conquest of some seemingly
insurmountable difficulty. What’s most fascinating about this line
of thought is that the imagined narrative of desistance from crime
in the future is actually a justification for the persistence of a crim‑
inal lifestyle in the present.

Working up from Hal’s “redeeming time” soliloquy to some
modern examples, this chapter addresses the problem of planned
desistance from crime, especially insofar as planned desistance
can actually contribute to the present persistence of criminal
behaviour. What I call the dramatization of desistance in Hal’s
soliloquy encourages us to bring Shakespeare into dialogue with
the emerging field of “narratiVe criminology.” Theorists in this field

attend to narratives of crime n o t as retrospective recitations of
past criminal behaviour but as constitutive events that can con‑
tribute to crime. As Lois Presser and Sveinung Sandberg wro te in
the collection that certified the establishment of the field, Narrative
Criminology: Understanding Stories of Crime, “Narrative crimi‑
nology is any inquiry based on the View of stories as instigating,
sustaining, or effecting desistance from harmful action” (2.015, I ) .
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Both the stories we tell ourselves (e.g.,Hal’s stories) and the stories
our cultures tell (e.g., Shakespeare’s stories) influence our orien‑
tation toWard law and society. But if narratives can contribute to
crime, they can also contribute to criminology. Shakespeare’s nar‑
ratives can help usbuild criminological theories.Thus, this chapter
works from Shakespeare to a testable social scientific hypothesis
for the dramatization of desistance: in both the private stories we
tell ourselves and the public stories ou r cultures create, narratives
imaginingdesistancefrom crime can becomeajuvenile delinquent’s
justification for the persistence of criminal behaviour.

This effort to activate Shakespeare for the social sciences may seem
unconventional in light of traditional literary studies ‐ the formal‑
ism focused on the structure and operation of a text, the historicism
placing a work in its proper context ‐ but using Shakespeare to
develop social scientific theory flows from the fairly obvious fact
that literature helps usunderstand life.Yet the challenge of multiple
disciplinary methodologies operating at once - the close readingand
qualitative analysis associated with the humanities, the theoretical
formulation and quantitative analysis associated with the sciences ‑
can bedaunting for any analyst aiming beyond amateurism.Thus, as
I built and evaluated the notion of the dramatization of desistance, I
sought to bridge the gap between humanistic and scientific thinking
by arranging a series of conversations with scholars from the field of
narrative criminology. Shadd Maruna, professor of criminology at
the University of Manchester, and Lois Presser, professor of sociol‑
ogy at the University of Tennessee, were kind enough to share their
expertise.2 Maruna is a specialist on desistance whose award-win‑
ning book Making Good: How Ex-Convicts Reform and‘Rebuild
Their Lives (zoor) emphasized the role of narrative in rehabilita‑
tion (he also w r o t e the foreword to Presser and Sandberg’s Narrative
Criminology). At the time of my interview with Presser, she had just
completed Inside StoryrHow Narratives Drive Mass Harm (2.018)
a book examining the “narrative sway” of “storied realities” that are,
both “strategic and impactful, something we manipulate and some‑
thing that manipulates us.”3 Our conversations are incorporated in
myattempt to theorize the dramatization of desistance in the second
half of this chapter, but first comes the foundation for this theory in
an account of Hal’s “redeeming time” soliloquy from the perspective
of traditional literary studies.
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A P P L I E D SHAKESPEARE: F R O M L I T E R A R Y
C R I T I C I S M TO CRIMINOLOGICAL T H E O R Y

Hal’s soliloquy comes early in 1 Henry I V,the second play in Shake‑

warlike King Henry IV ‐ having recently deposed Richard, II and
taken the English throne for himself‐ is disappomted in his dissolute
son and heir to the crown, Prince Hal,who spends all his time drmk;
ing in the pubs in Eastcheap.After claiming in his “redeeming t i m e

soliloquy that his delinquency is actually part of his master plan
to make his future kingship all the more impresswe, Hal warns his
favourite drinking buddy ‐ the jolly knight Sir John Falstaff ‐ that
once hebecomes king hewill reject Falstaff and the other friends of
his youth. Soon,civil war erupts in England,waged by arival faction
trying to claim Henry IV’s crown for itself.The young Hal and his
Eastcheap friends fight for King Henry in the war. At the battle of
Shrewsbury, Hal (now seventeen years old) fights herOically, saves
his father’s life, and helps win the war against the rebels. HenryIV
later dies and, at the age of twenty-seven, Prince Hal‘becomes King
HenryV. At his coronation, Henry V does indeed reject his former
friend, Falstaff. Only t w o years later, at age twenty-nine, Henry V

wins victory in the famous Battle of Agincourt, England reclaiming
lands previously lost,to France,after which hem a r r i e s Catherineof
Valois and settles down to rule over a time of peace and prosperity
in an expanded English nation.Thus,when hedies at the young age
of thirty-six, Henry V is celebrated in England asanational hero.

Clearly, time is tangled up in knots in Hal’s soliloquy. He seems
to know how his story will end before it even begins. Hal sees the
same thing looking forward into his life that Shakespeare saw look‑
ing backward upon it. In other words, the mythologrzed legend of
Henry V that developed after the fact in histories looking backward
was repurposed by Shakespeare asa psychological t ransact ion the
character experiences in the moment.

reforming his behaviour later in life was already well'established
in Shakespeare’s sources (Bullough 1973 , vol. .4).' Even before
Shakespeare, the story of Henry V invoked the biblical parable of
the prodigal son from the Book of Luke: a wastrel son who squan‑
dered his inheritance returns to apologize to his father, who laVishly
celebrates the boy because he“was dead, and is alive aga in : and he
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was lost, but he is found” (15.31).4 But Shakespeare’s version, built
around the phrase “redeeming time,” also quotes from the Epistle
to the Ephesians: “Take heed therefore that ye walk circumspectly,
n o t as fools, but aswise, Redeeming the time: for the days are evil”
(5.15‐16). Teaching good Christians to make the m o s t of the time
allotted to them here on earth by living virtuously and working to
secure their salvation, these biblical passages helped form the foun‑
dation of the Tudor'morality plays staging a protagonist beset by
the temptations of the world, the flesh, and the devil, another t ra ‑

dition informing Hal’s soliloquy. As John Dover Wilson w r o t e in
his influential book, The Fortunes of Falstaff,which saw Hal asan
Everyman pulled between the vices at Eastcheap and the Virtues at
court, “Before its final secularization in the first half of the sixteenth
century, our drama was concerned with one topic, and one only:
human salvation” (1943, 17).

Formalist criticism of Hal’s soliloquy has noted it is “the play’s
only verse soliloquy, and one that sets the tone of all performances”
(Kastan 2002 , 16m) . Immediately after Hal’s soliloquy ends the sec‑
ond scene of the play,King Henry IV starts the next scene saying, “I
will from henceforth rather bemyself” (1.3.5): the question of stable
selfliood runs throughout 1 Henry IV. Prince Hal’s “reformation”
is the thematic core of the play, with King Henry IV (an illegitimate
ruler) and Sir john Falstaff (a dishonourable nobleman) also impli‑
cated in an overarching effort “ to redeem the time by securing the
throne against the forces of disorder in the land” (Dickinson 1961,
45‐6). That mission is achieved only at the end of 2 Henry IV: “I
know thee not, old man,” Hal says to Falstaff (5.5.45), a callback to
the “I know you all” in the opening of Hal’s soliloquy at the star t of
1Henry I V.Hal then spurns Falstaff by invoking his multiple selves
‐ “Presume n o t that I am the thing I was,/ I have turned away my
former self” (54‐6) ‐ and commands his former friends to do ashe
has done: “reform yourselves” (66).

Reformed man and national hero, or Machiavellian prince and
manipulative master of political theatre: that is the central question
dominating discussion of Prince Hal. Dover Wilson’s notion of a
sincere, straightforward reformation ‐ Hal’s soliloquy achoral voice
controlling the audience’s understandingof character and plot ‐ has
largely lost o u t to the Machiavellian reading. “Hal only acts the role
of the prodigal,” Alan Young argued in 1979 , meaning “dissipation
and reformation, asmade clear by Hal’s soliloquy, are matters of
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contrived surface appearances” (1979, 200‐1). Here Hal “performs
the performance of a parable” (Montrose 1996,97). Because we in
the audience are the unwitting targetof this political theatre, how‑
ever, “Hal’s justification of himself threatens to fall away at every
moment into its antithesis” (Greenblatt 1985,30).

Greenblatt’s word “justification” points to a third, less com‑
mon approach to Hal’s soliloquy ‐ the one pursued in this chapter.
Despite their differences, b0th the National Hero reading and the
Machiavellian Prince reading are politically oriented interpretations
overlooking the psychological valences of Hal’s soliloquy. With his
characteristic psychological insight, Samuel Johnson inaugurated
this reading in 1765: “This speech is very artfully introduced to
keep the prince from appearing vile in the opinion of the audience;
it prepares them for his future reformation;,and, what is yet more
valuable, exhibits a natural picture of a great mind offering excuses
to itself, and palliating those follies which it can neither justify n o r

forsake” (1765, 12.3).The modern inheritor of this line of thought
has been Harry Berger Jr, who, with equally characteristic psycho‑
logical insight, noted Hal in his soliloquy “sounds like he is making
aspeech, rehearsing a preformulated scenario, before anaudience,”
and Johnson’s comment on Hal’s soliloquy “becomes more inter‑
esting if we redirect it toward the only opinion and audience of

306). Read n o t as a political manoeuvre designed to manage the
opinions of the theatrical audience,but asaglimpse into the protag‑
onist’s mind, Hal’s soliloquy is, according to Berger, “a contentious,
meanminded,and cynical speech even asit solicits moral self-justifi‑
cation” (Newstok and Berger 2 0 11 , 148). Here Hal is n o t a master

Machiavellian schemer who has sought ou t a bad reputation to
make his future reputation even more impressive; instead, he is a
distraught boy, Hamlet‐like in his self-delusion, grasping at excuses
to justify the situation hehas found himself in through no conscious
design of his own.

In traditional literary criticism of Hal’s “redeeming time” solilo‑
quy ‐ historicism, formalism, and even the psychological approach
‐ thought generally travels backwards from us to Shakespeare to
his sources, and an understanding of Shakespeare is the goal of the
scholarly examination.That’s how literary studies usually work, but
that pursuit avoids something the general public ‐ lovers of liter‑
ature ‐ grasps more fully than scholars: even as the meanings of
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Shakespeare are the immediate concern" of academic Shakespeare
studies, the meanings of lived experience are the ultimate concern
of our engagement with literary texts. The psychological approach
v1ew1ng Hal’s soliloquy as an approximation of a human thought
process acknowledges its generalizability: while the particulars may
change, Hal’s soliloquy and subsequent story are phenomena actual
human beings can go through and relate to, allowing for an inter‑
pret ive rec1procity between the fictional and the real, the particular
and the general. Abstract theories can elucidate concrete examples ‑
criminology can help us interpret Shakespeare ‐ but Shakespearean
examples can also build criminological theories (Wilson 2014). It
18only a short step from literary criticism to criminological theory
when, asLois Presser said to me,"‘a story or concept in literature
reflects a collective narrative that sustains some criminal or other‑
wise harmful pattern.”

HAL’s R E F O R M AT I O N A N D
L I F E - C O U R S E C R I M I N O L O G Y

Our current criminological theories of desistance illuminate how
a seemingly irretrievable juvenile delinquent like Prince Hal could
stop his life of crime and become the virtuous and prosperous King
Henry V (and, likewise, they can elucidate other prodigal son sto‑
nes). In 1964, David Matza’s Delinquency and Drift noted that
between 60 and 85 percent of juvenile delinquents do n o t become
adult offenders: “Moreover, this reform seems to occur irrespec‑
t i ve of intervention of correctional agencies and irrespective of the
quality of correctional service. Most theories of delinquency take
noaccount of maturational reform” (1964, 22). Picking up on this
p o m t , Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck’s Of Delinquency and Crime
argued “the physical and mental changes which enter into the na tu ‑

ral process of maturation offer a chief explanation of improvement
of conduct with the passing of years” (1974, 1 4 9 ; emphasis in orig‑
inal). In 2 0 0 1 , John Laub and Robert Sampson identified the notion
of “life-course criminology” as “the m o s t compelling framework
for understanding the processes underlying desistance and the role
of soc1al context in shaping the dynamics of desistance” (2001 3)
baub and Sampson emphasized the moderating role of “key inst’itu:
t lons ofvsocial control in the transition to adulthood (e.g., employ‑
ment, military service, and marriage)” (19). From a “life-course”
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perspective, Hal’s “reformation” from rogue to hero came about
due to his st rong social and institutional bonds: his connection to
his noble father, his place in the royal line of succession, his military
service in the Battle of Shrewsbury, his marriage to Catherine, and
his job asking of England all came together to serve asinstitutional
corrections on the individual vagrancies of Hal’s youth, creating a
reformation born n o t o u t of personal reflection,enlightenment, and
self-determination but instead o u t of a responsiveness to the most

powerful pulls on one’s actions at different stages of life,whether the
pull of delinquency in youth or of responsibility in adulthood. Hal’s
purportedly heroic “reformation” was really just everyday matura ‑

tion facilitated by ordinary social bonds to ordinary institutions.

T H E D R A M AT I Z AT I O N O F D E S I S TA N C E
A S A TECHNIQUE O F N E U T R A L I Z AT I O N

Our current criminological theories of desistance are no t able to
explain, however,Hal’s “redeeming time” soliloquy and its imagined
or projected desistance in the future that is really no desistance at
all in the present. “I think that the character of Prince Hal perfectly
captures a real type and a real sociological process,” Maruna told
me. “However, hewould n o t befamiliar in today’s mainstreamcrim‑
inology.” This gap in our current criminology is especially regret‑
table because the rationalization and justification of crime, what
Gresham Sykes and David Matza called “techniques of neutral‑
ization,” is a central part of juvenile delinquency. Sykes and Matza
positioned their idea against the dominant theory at the time, which
saw juvenile delinquency stemming from a youth’s attachment to a
subculture holding values contrary to those of mainstream, adult
culture.That older theory held that what mainstreamculture defines
aswrong holds no sway over the delinquent because the subculture
defines delinquency asright. From this perspective,Hal’s connection
to the Eastcheap subculture leads him to express its values instead
of those of the royalEnglish court , from which Hal is detached. Not
so, Sykes and Matza argued, for the theory of subcultural values is
belied by the fact that juvenile delinquents still feel guilt, like Prince
Hal: the motive for his “redeeming time” soliloquy is his recognition
that he is doing something wrong in Eastcheap. He feels a need to
rationalize his actions. Hal remains connected enough to the royal
court to hear its naggingvoice in his conscience: his values still come
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from the court, yet his mindhas found away to justify to himself the
violation of those values. “Unquestionably, young people involved
in.c r i m e seek to neutralize their behaviours to assuage their con‑
sCiences,” Maruna told me. “This is one of the best established truths
in criminology.” These justifications occur n o t only after the fact but
also before criminal action.They allow juveniles to commit crinie in
the first place because they “neutralize” the mainstream values the
hold. Sykes and Matza identified five “techniques of neutralization”):

Denialof responsibility: “I didn’t mean it.”
Denialof injury: “I didn’t really hurt anybody.”
Denialof the victim: “They had it coming to them.”
Condemnation of the condemners: “Everybody’s picking on me”
Appeal to higher loyalties: “I didn’t do it for myself.” (667-9) .

Sykes and Matza never said there could only befive techniques and
what I have called “dramatizing desistance” can bea“techniqi’w of
Elepgzlization, one With applications far beyond Shakespearean

. To Martina, “Our m o s t famous example of a modern Prince Hal
is surely George W. Bush, who famously said something along the
lines of ‘When I was young and irresponsible, I was young and irre‑
sponSible,’ and somehow (miraculously) his indiscretions from hil
past were swept under the rug.” The “October surprise” in the 2000
USpreSidential campaign was that Bush had been arrested for drunk
driVing (Kellman 2000); he subsequently faced (and dodged) q u e l ‑

tions about past cocaine use (Seery 2007). Shortly after winning the
election, Bush ‐ whose political persona hovered between bumbling
idiot and corporate stooge ‐ found himself responsible for craft‑
i n g the nation’s response to the terror attacks of September 11th
2 0 0 1 . The prodigal son was forced to become a national leader: 5
as Mackubin Thomas Owens argued in 2004 with reference to "
Shakespeare: “As a youth [Prince Hal] is dissolute to say the least I
Upon his father’s death, he becomes a war leader of the first rail: "7
PreSident Bush’s youth was never as dissolute as Hal’s but like th. ’
future Henry V, he became an effective war leader after 9/11” Th.
Viability of this analogy has been challenged by Shakespeare schoi- i
ars Newstok and Berger (2011), but what interests me here is the "‑
potentialeffect of the analogy being made in the public discourse.
It seems likely to methat young playboyl of privilege, seeing Bush's

|
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story of youthful vagrancy left behind,could very well use that n‘ar‑

rative to neutralize any pressures they might feel ‐ from themselves
or others ‐ to conform their behaviour to cultural norms and laws.
Here the dramatized desistance is a historical accoun t of someone
else’s reformation, n o t an imagined account of one’s own in the
future, but the effect of witnessing that dramatization could bethe
same: persistence in juvenile delinquency and crime.

The examples of Prince Hal and President Bush suggest precisely
what Maruna insisted to me: the dramatization of desistance is a
specifically white-collar phenomenon (overlooked in prior crimino‑
logical research because criminology tends, Maruna said, “ to focus
almost exclusively on the highly disadvantaged who typically fill our
prisons,police stations, and probation offices”).When I think about
my o w n youthful rebellion, it was bound up with feelings of unde‑
servedly being born into privilege: my family was upper middle class
by small-town America standards, and I felt I hadn’t really done
anything to earn that advantage in life. I wanted to succeed on my
own merits,so I degraded my starting point to create a level playing
field. Even asI turned to juvenile delinquency and crime, however, I
remained connected enough to mainstream American values to feel
guilt and shame, which were neutralized by self-narrativizing this
affair into a future prodigal son story.

At the same time, examples exist that suggest the dramatization
of desistance is n o t restricted to the upper class.We see it at work in
a lower-class setting in the Notorious B.I.G.’s song “Juicy,” consid‑
ered one of the greatest hip-hop songs of all time by Rolling Stone
magazine.Dealingdrugs by the age of twelve and arrested for selling
crack cocaine at seventeen, B.I.G. spent nine months in prison in
the early 19905 (Lang 2.007, 9). The lead single off his 1994 debut
album, “Juicy” tells a rags‐to-riches story of B.I.G. moving from
childhood poverty to juvenile delinquency to maturation and suc‑
cess asarapper in adulthood. In his signature t o n e ‐ deep yet nasal,
almost out-of‐breath ‐ B.I.G. raps:

I madethe change from a common thief
To up close and personal with Robin Leach
I never thought it could happen,this rappin’ stuff
I was t o o used to packin’ gats and stuff ,
Weused to fuss when the landlord dissed us._,
No heat,wonder why Christmas missed us.
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Birthdays was the w o r s t days.
Now we sip champagne when we thirsty.
Damn right I like the life I live,
’Cause I w e n t from negative to positive.

The music video for “Juicy” frames the song asB.I.G. telling a news
reporter his life story of overcoming adversity to achieve the Amer‑
ican Dream. The video skips from scenes of hard times, getting
arrested on the street corner, to time in prison paying his debt to
society, to signing record deals with music industry executives in
his new mansion, to hosting lavish parties in the luxury pool in hil
backyard. .

There are t w o central points to make about the dramatization
of desistance in “Juicy.” First, the song may have contributed to
criminal persistence in some of B.I.G.’s audience. Largely young.
black, working‐class men and women who were scraping by, hll
listeners were no doubt inspired by “Juicy” to aspire to work hard.
achieve success, and secure a more comfortable life. At the same
t ime, it seems likely that some in B.I.G’s audience who were living
the lifestyle of his youth could have used his story of overcoming
adversity to imagine a similar story for their future selves. They
could then justify to themselves the persistence of a criminal life‑
style as what had to be done to get by, something that was only
temporary, something other successful people such as B.I.G. hid
to do themselves, and thus something the juvenile delinquent
wouldn’t strive t o o hard to avoid. Like Prince Hal, some in B.I.G.'l
audiences could use their imagined future reformation asjustificl‑
tion for their continued criminality. ,

Second,'B.I.G.’s dramatization of his o w n desistance may have
been ‐ like Prince Hal’s ‐ a technique of neutralization allowln.
l'lllTl to persist in delinquency. After “Juicy,” he continued his lift‑

hehad additional arrests for harassment, assault, drugs, and weep‑
ons charges, and he was accused of being involved in the murder of '

maintain a reformed life free of criminality ‐ in B.I.G. himself and
his audience alike.
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THEORIZING T H E DRAMATIZATION OF DESISTANCE

The examples considered thus far ‐ Hal, Bush, Biggie ‐ provide
enough of a pattern for us to theorize the structure and logic of the
dramatization of desistance. It begins when mainstream culture pro‑
moting mainstream values is disrupted by the juvenile delinquent,
whose criminal behaviour both stems from and promotes subcul‑
tural values. Because he is still firmly attached to mainstream cul‑
ture, however, the delinquent employs any number of techniques of
neutralization to minimize his guilt and shame. One of those tech‑
niques is the dramatization of desistance. Desistance is n o t just a
mainstream value; it is a mainstream narrative. In the formal terms

of literary studies, the story of desistance draws upon the genre of
heroic romance, which relates tales of good conquering evil. More
specifically, the romance genre tends to involve narratives of over‑
coming adversity through an individual’s admirable exercise of
strength, talent, and will power. Historically, as the romantic fairy
tales of knights defeating dragons were modernized, there was an
internalization of adversity in this kind of story: antagonists trans‑

formed from the external enemies of the protagonist to his or her
inner demons. The narrative of overcoming adversity thus shifted
from a story of good conquering evil out in the world to one of
good conquering evil in the mind of the protagonist. In these mod‑
ern romances, overcoming adversity is often presented specifically as
desistance from crime. These public stories of desistance ‐ whether
presented ashistoricalor fictional ‐ thus become available asmodels
for the private stories of future desistance that juvenile delinquents
tell themselves. The delinquent’s dramatization of his or her desis‑
tance is an expression of guilt and shame about the present repre‑
sented through the imagination of virtuous action in the future. An
appeal to one’s planned character in the future is then used to neu‑
tralize guilt over one’s character and actions in the present.

Clearly, it’s n o t just cultural and subcultural values that come into
conflict with juvenile delinquency; cultural and subcultural narra‑
tives also clash. Specifically, the mainstream narrative of desistance
from crime ‐ heroic romance as the story of good conquering evil
in the life and mind of a protagonist ‐ comes into conflict with the
subcultural narrative of juvenile delinquency, a story grounded
n o t in fictional romance but in gritty reality. Fantasy and history
collide, generating tension in the mind of the young criminal. The
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dramatization of desistance is one way of neutralizing this unrest‑

one i m a g i n e s a future i n which one follows the typical “life course”
of a human being, maturing from juvenile delinquent to law‐abid
mg adult. That imagined narrative of desistance in the future ea ‑
the guilt and shame one feels about being a criminal in the presesnets
The her01sm implied in this overcoming narrative makes it all the
zoreappeaiing to adopt. And this neutralization of one’s nagging
th252223212$31icslialiirtllée way for the continued criminal behaviour

Thus, while acriminological theory like “life-course criminolo ”
can beused to help usunderstand the events in one of Shakes eafy’
plays, the trajectory of thought is n o t always from their is
Shakespeare, asif the understanding of Shakespeare’s pla swere,tho
end-all, be‐all of life. Shakespeare’s plays can help us build crim' e
logicaltheories likethe dramatizationof desistance: hereShakes m o "

15the means rather than the end of interpretation.His works ariefibf
the final object of analysis.An understanding of life is the end- a
and Shakespeare is the avenue through which we come to ugndne’
stand life.Traditionally, theory building in the social sciences isd e f ‑

on the foundation of empirical evidence, usually quantitative dzlf:
but sometimes case studies. Shakespeare’s plays offer a special kind
of case that, because it is artistic, has a conceptual densit alread
at work. Theories built from these narratives have the oilenti 1 Y
catch hidden aspects of crime that traditional criminollo wa kc
mg w1th “real world” data has missed. Shakespeare can tglilus lir ‑
valuableresourCe for the social sciences because his works rorfi 21
Observations that ( I ) help us understand ongoing experience;3in life)?

(2) we might n o t recognize without the Shakespearean intervention,
(3) are n o t t rue simply because they are in Shakespeare’s texts and
so (4) need to berigorously (i.e., scientifically) tested. ,
. When I asked my criminologists how they would test the dram

tlzation of desistance empirically,Presser proposed “research shouild
Involve interviews and seek to compare eventual offending rates ('
time.I) of persons vowing desistance to agreater versus lesser e x t m
(In t1me z).” Admittedly, that would bea difficult study to conditiit
Maruna’s suggestions would 'produce less rel bl
becollected more feasibly: la 6 reSUItS bm COUId

I sulppose one could use a natural experiment, identifying states
w1 t robust protections against the stigmatization of adolescents
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versus those that routinely treat teenagers asadults, and compare
whether young,people in the former group offend at a greater
rate Alternatively, one could do exploratory in terViews With
very privileged young people who use and deal drugs, engage f
in computer hacking,cyber‐bullying, etc. (preCisely the typels10
samples we lack in criminology) about their offending and ow
this impacts their senseof identity. It might benice to do in ter ‑

views with young people in more disadvantaged Circumstances
manifesting similar behaviours asa comparator. This would n o t
be a proper “test” of the theory, but it would be a useful first step

to look at the viability of the theory in the way young people
think about and account for their activities.

SHAKESPEARE F O R T H E O R Y

When we think of “Shakespeare and theory,” it’s usually the literary
theory that blossomed in the second half of‘ the twentieth century.

Abstract ideas about how art is created and interpreted can help us
understand Shakespeare’s works: here thought flows from theory 30
Shakespeare, but we can also reverse this trajectory, asI have soug t
to do in this chapter: Shakespeare can be used to build theory. ‘

In Maruna’s words, humanistic texts, traditions, and scholarship
are, for criminology, “absolutely needed and critical to the devel‑
opment of theory.” He added, in what I see as the most pOignant
comment from his interview, that this method of usmg literature to
develop theory is “simply makingexplicit what all ofus do,yvhen we
develop our theories in criminology (or any soc1al sc1ence) :

Yes, empirical evidence is necessary in the testing and develop‑
ment of theory, but theory is fundamentally a story, and we get
these stories from the culture around us (literature,mythology,
religion, folklore, film, and common wisdom). Yes, ideally,theol;
ries emerge from our own real-life case studies, but even thoug

I these are cases of “real people,” the theory is based on our .
storied interpretation of these lives (not, somehow, on the lives
themselves), and these are always filtered through the lens of the
meta-narratives of agiven culture.

All criminological theory is already fundamentally narrative.“That’s
what a theory is: a story. That’s also largely what literature i s . And
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often criminological theory and literary narrative succeed or fail
based on the same criteria: how well does the story told help us
understand our lived experience by revealing hidden aspects of
events that are identifiable as common human experiences yet are
still troublesome and difficult to interpret? In other words, literature
and criminology often serve similar functions in providing readers
with highly formalized plots that can beused to identify,understand,
and explain patterns of human behaviour, including the origins and
outcomes of our stories of crime and justice, hidden aspects usually
imperceptible when we are desperately grasping for a foothold of
interpretation while in medias res.

Shakespeare holds a special place in this prospect. On the one
hand, as Manura pointed out , “Shakespeare has had an enormous
impact on western culture (indeed probably global culture), and his
ideas have impacted the justice system in tangible ways, frequently
cited by jurists and legal scholars, soit makes sense that we continue
to go back to his writings to understand just how that justice sys‑
t em works.” There are substantive affinities between Shakespeare's
representations of law and order and modern critical legal studies,
for instance, because both emphasize the human in the system: the
human fallibility that Shakespeare expertly captured - think Portia in
The Merchant of Venice or Angelo in Measurefor Measure- ensures
the justice system will never run assystematically as it claims.5 On
the other hand, Shakespeare has something to offer criminology
that other literary representations do not , at least n o t to the same
extent. I am referring to the massive, centuries‐long discourse of
Shakespearean criticism (represented in this chapter by the compet‑
ing critical opinions on Hal’s “redeeming time” soliloquy). If it is
t rue that Shakespearean representations of crime can reflect general‑
izable criminal patterns, and criminology’s job is to identify,explain,
and prevent those same patterns, then Shakespearean criticism is a
huge, untapped resource for criminology: every interpretation of
Shakespearean crime is a criminological hypothesis waiting to be
theorized and tested.
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N O T E S

I would like to thank Lois Presser, Shadd Maruna,Julia Reinhard
Lupton,and RussellBodi for comments and conversations about the
ideas presented in this chapter.
All subsequent quotations from the play refer to this edition.
Unless otherwise cited, quotations come from my interviews with
'Maruna on 15November 2b17, and with Presser on 3December 2017.

I amgrateful for the opportunity to see apre‐publication copy of
Presser’s book. .

4 All biblical references are to The Bibleand Holy Scriptures (1560), 1.e.

the Geneva Bible. I have modernized the spelling.
I owe this point to anunpublished student paper (Paladino 2016).
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